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Abstract: In order to provide a reference for the agricultural and forestry products, including tea, to successfully carry out brand
marketing communication and brand advertising, and provide interpretation samples for the communication of tea culture, the advertising
symbol theory and drama factor analysis method are adopted, and the famous Anhua Brick Tea advertisement and the advertisement of
Sidao Tea Industry are taken as the sample analysis. The two samples are respectively deconstructed according to the phonic natural
language symbol, symbol and body-expression-decoration symbol frame, and are dissected according to the drama elements such as scene,
person, action, means and purpose. According to the comparative study, it is believed that the innovation of phonic natural language symbols,
the systematic or mutual substitution among the symbols can create the ideal advertisement effect; the arrangement and treatment of
“characters” in tea industry advertising theatre should be combined with the psychological demands of the mass consumers who are
infiltrating the farming civilization, but the conception and practice of the “purpose” elements enrich and enhance the social value of the
symbol consumption of the tea.
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resources, good ecological environment and profound cultural

1. The Proposal of Questions

connotation, advocates the development mode of “green

In the hometown of Brick Tea in China——Anhua County,

processing, brand marketing, universal consumption, healthy

the tea garden covered an area of 310,000 mu with tea

drinking”, and focuses on establishing the large-scale tea

processing capacity of 65,000 tons and tea production output

industry system integrating with tea planting, production,

value of CNY 12.5 billion in 2016; the tea industry tax broke

processing, sales and tea culture communication[2]．

through CNY 200 million; Anhua occupied the top of the ten

In the aspect of brand marketing and tea culture

largest ecological tea-producing counties in China and has

communication, the successful promotion of the brand “Anhua

ranked in the top four of the national key production tea

Brick Tea” has benefited from the combining ability of many

counties for five consecutive years; its brick tea output has

parties and the advertisement communication of TV network

[1]

raked the top around the country for 10 consecutive years .

media. This paper selects two special gimmicks in these ads as

Brick Tea is fermented tea, one of the six kinds of tea

the plot twists to make an analysis and interpretation of the

series; in the fifth generation of late Tang Dynasty, Anhua was

story-shaping representative works, which can provide

recorded that “eighty pieces of the red and thin tea weigh a

reference for the follow-up brand marketing communication of

catty”. Anhua is one of the important starting places of

Anhua Brick Tea, provide reference for other tea series for

tea-horse ancient road, and the “Qianliang Tea” and “Bailiang

brand advertising and provide interpretation paradigms and

Tea” produced in Anhua enjoy a reputation both at home and

samples for tea culture communication.

abroad. Both Qianliang Tea and Fuzhuan Tea in Anhua Brick
Tea are included in the national intangible cultural heritage list.

2. Theory and Method

Anhua Dark Tea has become a national geographical indication

2.1 Advertising Symbol Theory

product, and its trademark has become well-known in China.

The symbol, as an object, is used to represent another

Along with the rise of the Brick Tea industry, Anhua

object different from itself, a unity of the signifier (form) and

County is based on its own advantages, combines abundant tea

the signified (meaning, interpretation, content); the signifier
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means the symbolic form of the identification indicator while

sort out the relationship between motivation, action and reality

the signified means the cognitive significance of the symbol

in speech activity and exploring the way people use language

user for the symbol; an indicator is an entity or object indicated

to change people’s attitudes and lead to some kind of action.

by

human

This communication research genre develops the Symbolic

communication activities, or the symbol system of art, is

a

symbol.

The

main

symbol

system

of

Interactionism in the sociology field and thinks that human’s

essentially the variation of “Five symbol systems (phonic

behavior and experience can be regarded as the form of drama,

natural language symbols such as poetry reading, singing,

and the human’s self-expression of communication, contact

musical performance; character symbols such as poetry, fiction,

and so on can be regarded as a broad theatrical performance.

painting, calligraphy, emoticons, and body symbols such as

Kenneth Burke argues that it is most appropriate to use the

dance, drama, film, sculpture; decorative symbols, for example,

dramatic stage language to discuss the symbolic acts and

the makeup of bodies and objects is used to express identity,

spread acts of human beings[4]. The terms are such five

totem, nationality, sex cues, etc[3]. In the later analysis, for

elements as “scene, character, action, means, purpose”. The

simplicity, the emoticons, body symbols and decorative

analysis method of drama elements summarizes the key links

symbols are referred to as “body-expression-decorative

in the system of motivation, communication strategy and

symbols”.

effects, such as “scene”; the background and environment of

Symbols can be divided into ready-made symbols and
self-created

symbols.

Ready-made

symbols

have

action should be described and alleged; for “action”, what

the

happened in thought or act; its motivation should have

vocabulary of a given meaning (combination) or figurative

sentences or words to describe and allege; for “character”, the

logo design; the former examples are Brick Tea, Anhua Brick

person in action and the person in the scene should be

Tea, Qianliang Tea, BaiLiang Tea, etc. The latter example is

described and alleged; for “means”, the means or tools used by

the trademark of Baisha Creek Brick Tea designed as a seal

the person mentioned above should be described and alleged;

pattern embedded in “Baisha Creek”; these ready-made

for “purpose”, action of the person, the scene in which he is

symbols themselves have the conventional meanings; when

located, the used tools, ways or means, and the intention of the

they are combined with the specific products, there will appear

“theatrical performance” should be described and alleged.

the phenomenon that the indicator is close to the symbol, and

The analysis method of the drama elements is applied to

the existing meaning of the symbol will be transferred to the

the field of communication, and it is studied how to construct

indicator as an entity or object. When someone regards dark

the realistic viewpoint of the audience, and it is combined with

brown Sprite or a carbonated beverage as Brick Tea, the wrong

the advertising semiology to analyze the advertisement

use

the

communication and discuss how the advertisement can reach

symbol.Self-created symbols are character combinations

the purpose of persuasion through symbolic operation.

without meanings or with ambiguous meanings or abstract logo

Advertisement communication matches the signifier and

designs; the former examples are the “three Jian” (Tian Jian,

signified of the symbol, the form, meaing and content of the

Gong Jian and Sheng Jian), “three Zhuan” (Fu Zhuan, Hei

link symbols innovatively and constantly. This kind of

Zhuan and Hua Zhuan), “one Juan” ( Hua Juan) in Anhua

innovation is often extracted from the ingenious “scene” of life,

Brick Tea. The latter examples are the trademark of abstract

shaping the classic memorable “character”, triggering the

pattern combinations such as Yi Qing Yuan, Xiang Yi, Gao Ma

trembling “action” of the heart, playing the familiar “means”

Erxi, Jiuyang, Xiangfeng and so on in the brand of Brick Tea,

(means or tools), motivating the audience living at present,

the meaning of the self-created symbol is guided and filled by

thus contributing to the improvement of the quality of life’s

the communication body, otherwise, the meaning tends to be

real consumption “purpose”. In Brick Tea advertisement, the

unintelligible or extremely divergent.

varied combinations of scene, character, action, means,

of

the

word

here

is

the

wrong

use

of

It can be seen that the symbol, whether it is ready-made or
self-created, can refer to many meanings and contents in

purpose, etc., are full of drama, whose rich deduction breaks
through advertisement effects of pure economic measurement.

multiple directions. Because of the characteristic of the symbol,
the advertisement can extend the meaning of the symbol to the
breadth and deep excavation. A link between the signifier

3.

and

Analysis

of

Typical

Advertisement of Anhua Brick Tea

(form) and the signified (meaning and content) of a symbol is
often interpreted by communication.

Deconstruction

There are two reasons for the selection of the typical
brand advertising research materials of Anhua Brick Tea; one

2.2 Analysis Method of Drama Elements

is

In the 1960s, the Dramaturgical Criticism spread the study

advertisements are brand advertisements of the enterprise and

genre, focusing on the significance of speech act from various

belong to the television network media advertisement, and the

aspects of philosophy, psychology and sociology, attempting to

other is based on the comparability and Jiuyang Brick Tea

based

on

the

convenience

of

acquisition;

both
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advertisement [5]; take the gimmicks as the core; then shoot and

male, appears on the scene in time and walks towards the table

edit them into full, 30-second, 15-second, and 5-second ads

steadily and confidently(saying, please drink the good dark tea,

with unique forms [6]. There is something to do with negligence

master); (4) the old master has a little surprise on his face. He

or failure for Sidao Tea Advertisement. Both of them take the

rasies the tea cup, mixes the tea with tea cap, drinks tea and

gimmicks as plot twists and shape the tea story in the ads.

appraises the tea (saying, Jiuyang Jiuyang ); (5) the words or

3.1 Jiuyang Brick Tea Advertisement

character symbols like “It’s Jiuyang Brick Tea” “Jiuyang Brick

Jiuyang Dark Tea Advertisement has the more than

Tea uses Brick Tea to communicate with each other” appear;

30-second full version and a 5-second concentrated version;

besides, there are the bird cage decoration symbols, its main

take the full version as an example; the whole TV network

products such as Qianliang Tea, Jin Fu, Fu Tea in Jiuyang

media advertisement is completed in the background of simple

Brick Tea are promoted.

and elegant tea room, and the phonic natural language symbol

The Jiuyang Brick Tea advertisement with different time

is the brief speech of the compere of middle-aged Brick Tea.

period mentioned above continuously cuts the language

The old master of tasting dark tea and young apprentices

symbols,

making the brick tea make a conversation on the scene. The

body-expression-decoration symbols; finally the dialogue

character symbol is composed of traditional calendar,

between the master and apprentices and voiceover are left

tea-character sign board and other classical information, which

behind; the old master: Jiuyang Jiuyang; apprentices: It’s

appears in the body-expression-decoration symbol, and the

Jiuyang Brick Tea; Master: Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea, Ha ha …;

baody-expression-decoration symbol is orderly pushed forward

voiceover: Jiuyang Brick Tea uses Brick Tea to communicate

according to the process of tea giving and tea tasting; the

with each other!

details are as follows:
Phonic

natural

the

character

symbols,

the

The scene is the ancient and elegant tea house with the
language

symbol:

apart

from

the

performance of the national music such as Erhu and the

background music of folk music played by Erhu, there are: (1)

performance of the characters; first of all, a serious and

tea giving(compere), master, tea giver(apprentice 1, male); (2)

nervous atmosphere of drinking tea is created; finally the play

tea giving again(compere), master, drink tea please(apprentice

end is humorous and relaxing.

2, female); (3) the third tea giving(compere), no language

There are a large number of characters, a compere and

(apprentice 3, male), master, please drink good Brick Tea

other assistants, an old master drinking tea and many male and

(apprentice 4, male); (4) Brick Tea, I've long been looking

female apprentices.

forward to meeting you (tasting master), it is Jiuyang Brick Tea

The actions include the loud invitation of the compere in

(apprentice 4, male), Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea (tasting master),

the hall, the young apprentice’s gentle tea giving and the old

Ha-ha… (responding to the tasting master, the laughter is full

master’s ignorance, shaking his head, surprise, and short

of the tea room); we can communicate with each other with

evaluation, apprentices’ or the speaker’ clever corrections; in

Jiuyang Brick Tea (voiceover).

addition to “saying”, there are also the master’s ignorance,

Character symbol: (1) Twenty-six, a lucky day (traditional

shaking his head and surprise, the apprentices’ fear or calmness

calendar); (2) tea (diamond-shaped tea-word signboard

and self-confidence, scratching the head with confusion and

hanging in tea house); (3) communicate with each other with

the joy and praise in the hall.

Brick Tea (under the product package pattern); (4) Qianliang

The

“misunderstanding”

and

“error

correction”

tea, Jin Fu and Fu Tea made by hands (product packaging

opportunity of “Jiuyang” (the third tone) and “Jiuyang”(the

pattern in the prominent position).

second tone) with different tones are intentionally produced by

Body-expression-decorative symbol: (1) Old master of
tasting Brick Tea wears the black box old-style glasses and sits

taking tea tasting as a means.
Its purpose--in the scene transformation from serious,

in the first place of the four-square table; the compere and the

nervous

assistants stand on the left hand side and the left side of the

“misunderstanding” and “error correction” between “Jiuyang”

standing master, and the young apprentices wait in the front

(the third tone) and “Jiuyang”(the second tone), the consumers

side of the left hand of the master; apprentice 1, male, sits

remember the brand of Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea.

to

humorous

atmosphere,

and

in

the

opposite to the master and seems to want to say something, but

This advertisement has some merits, one of which is that

on the basis of the master’s indifference, he leaves away

the “scene” is transformed from the tense to the ease

quietly; (2) apprentice 2, female, hands the tea into the master;

conforming to the communication between people from the

the master shakes his head and the female apprentice scratches

strange to the familiar state. People’s contact, cognition, and

her head left hand unconfidently; (3) apprentice 3, male, just

recognition for the product brand also follow the spiritual

placed three cups of tea on the table and the tea is poured out

journey from familiar, closed to relaxed state, and the reserved

of the cups because of his nervousness and hurry; apprentice 4,

relationship between master and apprentices is harmonious in
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the full praise of “Ha ha …..” because of the dramatic tasting

of the picture with a sitting position. After the chess is lost, she

of Jiuyang Brick Tea. The second is that the “character” and

protests coquettishly; (2) The granddaughter gets up, pours out

“action” are handled skilfully. Although the characters are

tea with the purple sand tea pot, drinks tea; the empty blue and

numerous, their simplicity can be seen from it; the master

white porcelain teacups are emphasized; she replaces the chess

tasting the tea and the apprentice who appears in time from the

pieces with an empty cup and puts it in the chess board; (3) the

serious consequences of poured tea water; although the action

grandfather picks up the paper fan with the bamboo picture,

has the tea giving, delivery, speech and so on, but in addition

sits leaning against the body and moves the chess pieces with

to saying “Master, please drink the good Brick Tea”, “Brick

the paper fan, and the special writing “Sidao” is exposed under

Tea, Jiuyang Jiuyang” “It’s Jiuyang Brick Tea” and “Anhua

the letter; (4) in the near lens, a middle-aged mother dressed in

Jiuyang Brick Tea”, other words are omitted. The third is that

a cheongsam and a cape, holds her right hand with three cups

“misunderstanding” and “error correction” opportunity of

and drinks tea elegantly, slightly smiling at the grandfather and

character symbols like “Jiuyang” (the third tone) and

granddaughter of the game in the far lens; (5) printing “Sidao

“Jiuyang”(the

(in the first line), Tiandao, Chadao, Shangdao and Rendao (in

second

tone)

with

different

tones

are

intentionally produced by taking tea tasting as a means. This

the next line)” of Sidao tea samples on the package.

intentionally brings about the humor of the advertisement;

Its scene--the wall is displayed with the tea-hill

people naturally will connect the words like “(master, please

fan-shaped drawing room and the tea-room weiqi game as the

drink) good Brick Tea”, the master’s “Jiuyang Brick Tea” and

scene.

the Jiuyang Brick Tea together so that in the easy and pleasant
end scene these symbols, namely, the good Brick Tea, the
Jiuyang Brick Tea, Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea brand are
assimilated.

Its

characters are

simple,

composed

of

old-aged

grandfather, young granddaughter and middle-aged mother.
Its actions focus on the game between the two generations
of attck, the weiqi term, Dajie, also called Jie, Jiezheng or

3.2 Advertisements of Sidao Tea Industry

Zhengjie; both sides from the Kaijie, Tijie, Zhaojie, Yingjie,

The advertisement of Sidao Tea Industry lasts for 45

Tijie again, until the Jie is solved finally, among which the

seconds; the whole television network media advertisement is

Qiangjie and Xiaojie need the value judgment, which is

finished in the chess playing background of the living room

complex and interesting. Other actions are created around the

and the tea room on the far lens wall with the fan-shaped figure

“Jie”; for example, the granddaughter protests coquettishly

of the tea mountain; the phonic natural language symbol is the

after the loss; the mother drinks tea and the empty green

dialogue between the old grandfather and the young

porcelain cup is emphasized after the tea was drunk, and the

granddaughter and the voiceover; the character symbol is

grandfather feels confused with affirmation and acceptance

formed by specially-written characters on the chessboard and

after losing the chess and moves the chess pieces with the

product package; the body-expression-decoration symbol is

paper fan; and the middle-aged mother dressed in a cheongsam

orderly pushed according to the process of the grandfather’s

and a cape, holds her right hand with three cups and drinks tea

good beginning to the granddaughter winning the success, At

elegantly, slightly smiling at the grandfather and granddaughter

the end, there is a middle-aged mother making tea with

of the game. Of course, it also includes the voiceover of the

elegance; the details are as follows.

male baritone.

Phonic natural language symbols: apart from the music

It takes the story shaping as a means; the main

background played by Zheng, there are (1) attack (grandfather),

development venation of the story is the first win of weiqi by

oh (granddaughter, lost, delicate voice), ha ha … (grandfather,

grandfather, then the granddaughter get success of attack and

win, joy); (2) attack (grandchild), what kind of tea (grandfather,

turns defeat into victory.

lost, doubt but affirmation and acceptance; (3) Humanistic

Its purpose is that through the stage performance of the

Brick Tea experience; it is beside you; Tao method is natural,

story, try to make the consumers feel that “the human Brick

and tea belongs to the world (voiceover, narration, baritone).

Tea experience is around you” (voiceover, narration), and

Character symbols: (1) Sidao, (2) Sidao (package poster,
last line), Tiandao Chadao Shangdao Rendao (package poster,
next line)
The

remember the Sidao Tea Industry of “Tao method is natural,
and tea belongs to the world”.
This advertisement has some merits; the first one is to

body-expression-decoration

symbols:

(1)

a

take the plot of grandfather and granddaughter playing weiqi as

grandfather wears a white shirt with cloth buttons and takes the

the means; although the interractions between the grandfather

black chess pieces at the left side of the picture with a sitting

and granddaughter and the middle-aged mother’s elegance, the

position; the granddaughter is dressed in a blue-flower

gaze of the smile and stopping saying are the common scenes

porcelain suit, and the black hair is combed into two long

in family life, they all show that “the human Brick Tea

pigtails, and she takes the white chess pieces at the right side

experience is around you”, which strives to avoid false, big,
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empty conditions. Secondly, the “purpose” is preset; no matter

For phonic natural language symbols, character symbols,

the narration of the present characters or the narration changes

body-expression-decoration symbols, their relationship is

the low-level needs of tea and makes the people experience the

required to be systematic, otherwise, it often leads to the

emotional attribution needs of family relationships created by

abortion of advertising design, and even leaves a laughing

the tea, and improves the demand level of people to the

stock. For example, the two “Jie” in Sidao Tea Industry

product needs.

advertisement as a special pbonic natural language symbol is a

The shortcoming of “hard injury”, which can not be

gimmick

in

the

advertisement,

but

its

ignored by the advertisement, appears in the scene, and it is not

body-expression-decoration symbol should be free from Jie, so

difficult to find a bit of common sense in the scene that the

that the person who knows Weiqi can’t bear to see. This also

first loss of the grandfather (accompanied by a phonic natural

seriously affects the function of condensed characteristics of

language symbol “Jie”) appears in the insignificant scene. The

phonic natural language symbols.

shortcoming can destroy the art life of an advertisement. But

4.3 Multi-dimensional visual symbols or experience

the same shortcoming also continues, after granddaughter’s

symbols are more capable of achieving the purposes of

tasting tea, looking for the material and carrying out the value

advertising theatrical elements

judgment, there isn’t Jie at all. It means to try to use true, small

Body-expression-decoration symbols’ interpretation or

bady-expression-decoration symbols instead of fake, big,

design can replace a more monotonous language symbol, and

empty symbols; there are problems in decorative symbols; the

achieve the intended purpose of the advertisement in a more

purpose of the honor symbol referring to “Tao method is

multi-dimensional visual symbol or experience symbol

natural, and tea belongs to the world” (voiceover, narrator) also

operation. For example, though there are the above mentioned

sell at a discount greatly, the purpose of the tea brand symbol

disadvantages for Sidao Tea Industry advedrtisement, the

of “Sidao (Tiandao, Chadao, Shangdao and Rendao)”

young

impressed to the consumer in an attempt to achieve is

body-expression-decoration

questionable.

granddaughter fit perfectly with the phonic natural language

4. Enlightment and Reflection
If the Brick Tea advertisement is classified according to
the angle of the symbol and is different from the voiceover
type advertisement of the phonic natural language symbol, the
Brick Tea advertisement belongs to a scene character frank

mother’s

leaning,

elegance

symbols

of

and

grandfather

and

symbol “the human Brick Tea experience is around you”,
which

creates

the

harmonious

atmosphere

of

family

relationship led by Sidao Brick Tea and develops the demand
for the emotional attribution of Sidao Brick Tea.
4.4 The symbol consumption of the “purpose” of
advertising theatrical elements is worth mining

additional voiceover type advertisement or a strengthening

The conception and practice of consumption spiritual

body-expression-decoration symbol type advertisement; if the

value in the “purpose” of advertising theatrical elements gives

Brick Tea advertisement is classified from the perspective of

tea (brand) a richer social value. When the society comes out

the play element, it belongs to the “household” advertisement

of the short-term economic times, people’s consumption is

of the scene and is used as an ad-hoc stunt in the “family,

more than just satisfying the low-level needs of physiology and

character and action”; if the analysis is carried out from the

security, but the expression of the physical, emotional or

“purpose” angle of the drama element, the advertisements of

adoration, such as social exchange, the realization of

Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea and Sidao Tea Industry can be

self-worth, the worship of aesthetics and the enlightenment of

classified into a class of high-level demand development,

the value of life are becoming more and more important. The

because they seek communication, human experience and

satisfaction of the high-level needs of human consumption is

emotional attribution... these comparisons will bring about a

focused on commodities or services, and the symbol value or

lot of inspiration and reflection.

symbol consumption is more loved, and is not the basic use

4.1 Creation of phonic natural language symbols can
create unexpected advertising effects
In both cases, there is no shortage of too many words in

value which is needed for satisfying the low-level needs such
as physiology and security. As a result, the love and use of the
brand is not so much for the enjoyment of the material than in

the general advertisement, but in the “Jiuyang” and “Jiuyang”

the possession of the brand symbol or the symbolic meaning

in the advertisement of Anhua Jiuyang Brick Tea, the pun and

on the basis of the enjoyment of the material, thus forming the

the intentional design bring about the effect of humor, and fit

distinction between identity and status with other members of

the public’s appeal of entertainment theme, and improve the

the society; by comparing them with others, or comparing

public attention of the advertisement.

them with their own past, people can increase their sense of

4.2 The formal relationship between symbols needs to be
systemized

social well-being and enhance their life value and meaning.
Two Anhua Brick Tea sample advertisements in the tea (brand)
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marketing communication and the brand advertisement’s

male advertising “figure” may be more consistent with the

“ purpose” element aspect, have carried out beneficial attempts

appeal of the Chinese community, which is deeply branded

and practice, which is worthy of reference study for other

with agricultural civilization for the advertisement of tea

agricultural forest products (brand).

agricultural products. The male in the figure symbol may also

4.5 The “characters” of advertising theatre elements
bear the social civilization behind the consumers

mean agricultural civilization, although there is very unjust
gender discrimination.

The “character” arrangement of the middle-aged man in
the advertising drama element, whether it is the master of the

--------------------------------------------------------------------

product in the Jiuyang Brick Tea advertisement or the
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